PREMIUM SEATING SYSTEMS

COMFORT THAT NEVER QUITS
COUNTLESS ACRES. ZERO ACHES AND PAINS.

Being able to put in long hours in the saddle is critical for every lawn care employee. That’s where GRAMMER comes in. With innovative, shock-absorbing suspension systems, premium materials and intuitive controls, GRAMMER seats make it easy for every driver to get comfortable in an ergonomically optimum sitting position. When you tackle hundreds of acres of bumpy hills day after day, it can be the difference between heading home satisfied and needing a day off.

Turf care machines take a pounding. The MSG 65 series makes sure you don’t feel the pain. Designed with a low-profile mechanical suspension that significantly reduces vibrations, it helps you stay comfortable, no matter how rough the day gets.

FEATURES:

• Very low-profile mechanical suspension
• Suspension stroke up to 2.3 in. (60 mm) or 3.1 in. (80 mm)
• Weight adjustment range – 110-375 lbs. (50-170 kg)
• Fore/aft adjustment – accommodates all body sizes/types
• Lumbar support – easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
• Backrest extension
• Swivel (170° right to 0° left in 10° increments)
• Retractable seat belt
• Adjustable or foldable armrests
• Document box or net
• Fore/aft isolator – dramatically reduces horizontal vibrations and prevents jolts from jarring the back
• Operator presence switch
• High back or low back seat top options – available in three widths
• Cut & sew style cushions for added comfort and style

ALL SEATS CAN BE ENHANCED WITH THESE ADDITIONAL OPTIONS.

TURF CARE
Once you experience the comfort of air suspension, there’s no going back. It’s easy to make the little adjustments you need to create the smoothest riding experience possible. The MSG 93 features narrow suspension with the added luxury of air-ride comfort.

**FEATURES:**
- Narrow air suspension (12V or 24V compressor) – ideal for limited spaces like small tractors
- Suspension stroke up to 3.1 in. (80 mm)
- Weight adjustment range – 110-285 lbs. (50-130 kg)
- Fore/aft adjustment – accommodates all body sizes/types
- Height adjustment
- Lumbar support – easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
- Retractable seat belt
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Fore/aft isolator – dramatically reduces horizontal vibrations and prevents jolts from jarring the back
- Adjustable damper
- Active climate control - seat top removes sweat to keep you dry in the heat; integrated seat heating keeps you warm in the cold
- Operator presence switch
- Comfort module
- Cut & sew style cushions for added comfort and style
- Control carrier console – offers easy access to joystick controls
- High back or low back seat top options available in three widths

Our industry-leading air suspension seat has been meticulously engineered to rigorously absorb vibrations of all types. This versatile seat can be equipped with an array of suspension systems to meet the specific needs of the job, including an elite Dynamic Dampening System™ (DDS) and Low-Frequency suspensions.

**FEATURES:**
- Air suspension (12V or 24V compressor) – sets the standard for the industry
- Suspension stroke up to 7.0 in. (180 mm)
- Weight adjustment range – 110-285 lbs. (50-130 kg)
- Fore/aft adjustment – accommodates all body sizes/types
- Height adjustment up to 3.1 in. (80 mm)
- Lumbar support (mechanical or pneumatic) – easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
- Adjustable headrest or backrest extension
- Swivel (0° to 360°) – allows for better view of rear equipment and improved cab mobility
- Retractable seat belt – 2-point, 3-point or 4-point
- Seat depth/tilt – four adjustable positions to reduce pressure on the backs of knees
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Side-to-side isolator
- Fore/aft isolator – dramatically reduces horizontal vibrations and prevents jolts from jarring the back
- Adjustable damper
- Active climate control - seat top removes sweat to keep you dry in the heat; integrated seat heating keeps you warm in the cold
- Operator presence switch
- Comfort module
- Cut & sew style cushions for added comfort and style
- Control carrier console – offers easy access to joystick controls
- High back or low back seat top options available in three widths

**FOR GRASS-CUTTING COMFORT, WE NEVER CUT CORNERS.**
Our hardworking, heavy-duty mechanical suspension offers a boost in vibration reduction for a more comfortable ride in even the most demanding conditions.

**FEATURES:**
- Mechanical heavy-duty suspension – provides dependable, hardworking comfort
- Suspension stroke up to 3.9 in. (100 mm)
- Fore/aft adjustment – accommodates all body sizes/types
- Height adjustment up to 3.1 in. (80 mm)
- Lumbar support – easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
- Adjustable headrest or backrest extension
- Swivel (0° to 360°) – allows for better view of rear equipment and improved cab mobility
- Seat depth/tilt – four adjustable positions to reduce pressure on the backs of knees
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Side-to-side isolator
- Fore/aft isolator – dramatically reduces horizontal vibrations and prevents jolts from jarring the back
- Operator presence switch
- Control carrier console – offers easy access to joystick controls
- High back or low back seat top options available in three widths
- Cut & sew style cushions for added comfort and style

**ALL SEATS CAN BE ENHANCED WITH THESE ADDITIONAL OPTIONS.**

**MSG 283 SERIES**

Our narrow mechanical suspension seat delivers incredible value with uncompromising quality, premium materials and a wide range of features. Despite its small dimensions, it boasts all standard seat and operating features and a robust mechanical suspension.

**FEATURES:**
- Narrow mechanical suspension – ideal where space is at a premium
- Suspension stroke up to 3.1 in. (80 mm)
- Weight adjustment range – 110-285 lbs. (50-130 kg)
- Fore/aft adjustment – accommodates all body sizes/types
- Height adjustment up to 3.1 in. (80 mm)
- Lumbar support – easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
- Backrest extension
- Retractable seat belt
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Operator presence switch
- Low back seat top options available in three widths

**ALL SEATS CAN BE ENHANCED WITH THESE ADDITIONAL OPTIONS.**
B 12 SERIES

Don’t let its classic design deceive you. The B 12 is built with a rugged toughness and advanced, shock-absorbing materials so it can stand up to any job.

FEATURES:
- Semi-suspension
- Suspension stroke up to 1.6 in. (40 mm)
- Weight adjustment range - 110-265 lbs. (50-120 kg)
- Fore/aft adjustment - accommodates all body sizes/types
- Retractable seat belt
- Foldable armrests
- Operator presence switch

MSG 75 SERIES

The low-profile air suspension provides unmatched vibration-absorbing technology in a small package. The MSG 75 fits perfectly in compact machines.

FEATURES:
- Very low-profile air suspension (12V or 24V compressor)
- Suspension stroke up to 2.3 in. (60 mm), 3.1 in. (80 mm) or 4.3 in. (110 mm)
- Weight adjustment range - 110-375 lbs. (50-170 kg)
- Fore/aft adjustment - accommodates all body sizes/types
- Lumbar support - easily adjusts for optimal back support and comfort
- Backrest extension
- Swivel (170° right to 0° left in 10° increments)
- Retractable seat belt
- Adjustable or foldable armrests
- Document box or net
- Fore/aft isolator - dramatically reduces horizontal vibrations and prevents jolts from jarring the back
- Operator presence switch
- High back or low back seat top options - available in three widths
- Cut & sew style cushions for added comfort and style

SITTING DOWN ON THE JOB JUST GOT RESPECTABLE.
Meet the toughest challenges of your industry parked comfortably in a GRAMMER seat.
As a global leader in seating solutions, GRAMMER delivers unmatched performance, comfort and durability for industries including agriculture, construction, material handling and turf care. With relentless dedication, cutting-edge innovation and extensive R&D, GRAMMER ensures you can tackle the most demanding jobs in comfort.

Find out more at usa.grammer.com